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Soft materials present a difficult case for characterization in the transmission electron microscope (TEM).  

Due to the use of high energy electrons, samples degrade rapidly from knock-on damage and radiolysis.  

Still, the atomic-scale structural and chemical information that can be gained from the TEM are attractive 

for newly discovered materials with nanoscale crystallinity.  Diamondoid carbon nanothreads are one such 

material, which has been produced by compressing benzene to extremely high pressures in a diamond 

anvil cell.[1]  X-ray diffraction data shows the nanothreads consist of cylindrically-symmetric columns of 

charge that are packed in a two-dimensional hexagonal lattice.[1]  However, pair-distribution function 

analysis shows that the axial order extends to only 15 nm.  Therefore, it is ideal to probe the atomic and 

chemical structure of diamondoid carbon nanothreads through a battery of low-dose TEM techniques. 

 

In this study, electron diffraction, electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS), and high-resolution imaging 

are employed with reduced electron dose to investigate the atomic and chemical structure of nanothreads 

with minimal damage.  Electron diffraction patterns in show a crystalline two-dimensional hexagonal 

lattice with lattice parameter 6.5 Å, as previously shown.[1] However, diffraction patterns from the side-

on perspective show no off-axis diffraction, suggesting a lack of long-range atomic registry.  High-

resolution imaging of the nanothreads was complicated by degradation of the sample under a larger 

electron dose.  Therefore, the critical dose is investigated by electron diffraction and EELS.  Electron 

diffraction patterns in Figure 1a show a critical electron dose of 150 e-/Å2 and expansion the lattice of the 

nanothread lattice.  EELS spectra in Figure 1b also reveal a rapid transformation of sp3 to sp2 carbon.[2] 

In this research, we quantify the sp2 ratio of the carbon present in the nanothreads using low dose 

spectroscopy techniques.  In addition, we acquire low dose high resolution imaging by adjusting an 

electron gun monochromator to reduce the electron dose and minimize beam irradiation and damage while 

imaging the nanothreads on a high-resolution aberration-corrected transmission electron microscope.[3] 

High-resolution TEM images in Figure 1c and 1d show the transition from thread-like to amorphous 

morphology during exposure to high electron dose as an example.  This study further analyzes low-dose 

images of nanothreads in order to compare their fine features with predicted nanothread structures. 
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Figure 1. Electron diffraction patterns (A) show the effects of beam damage on diamondoid nanothreads, 

including expansion of the lattice and loss of crystallinity.  EELS spectra (B) taken with a low electron 

dose show the increase in sp2 carbon content as the electron dose increases.  Low-dose HREM images of 

nanothreads show thread-like features at a low electron dose (C) and amorphous features after elongated 

beam exposure (D). 
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